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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by The Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Security Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and The Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
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There is no way of erasing your digital 

fingerprint from cyber space. You can only 

minimize the chance of your information being 

found. But it doesn’t disappear.

Best solution – to think before you do whatever 

online.

Digital Fingerprint – is a mark you leave 
when you go online.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what digital fingerprint means. Tell participants they should not panic but they have to realize that each time they go online they have to think of what they are doing as it is traceable by others.A regular user of Internet has limited possibilities of tracing someone but there are programs and there are professionals who can do it. Sometimes it is very dangerous as the people tracing online may intend to hurt us but sometimes also police or other government entities may initiate tracing to investigate crimes or abuse.Either way we should be aware of the fact that our online activity can be discovered and if it breaches law – also prosecuted.Each device has a unique identification number, there are also programs enabling location of devices, so there are several ways of tracing people online. So each time you do something online ask yourself – Would I do it in public? Would I like people to know I’ve done this? If the answer is “no” – Don’t do it!One of the reasons people do different weird things online that they would probably never do in real life is the false impression of being…Change the slide 
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Digital Fingerprint – being anonymous. 

Anonymous – a very important word when talking about digital fingerprints; most IT users break 
different rules online because they think they are anonymous in cyber space. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anonymous is a word often used when talking about Internet. ANONYMOUS – a very important word when talking about digital fingerprints; most IT users break different rules online because they think they are anonymous in cyber space. The identification number of their device is like their online nametag. Also when they post information from services where they earlier register everyone can identify them.The trouble is that, as we mentioned before – we are NOT anonymous online. If someone wants to identify us –this is possible. Even if we create a nickname we still use the same device we usually use so the device still can be identified. And to create the nickname we sometimes use familiar names or birth dates – all those are additional hints for someone who would like to identify us.We have to talk to children to make them aware of the fact that each time they do something online it’s as if they did it in a shopping mall – there is a lot of other people around who can possibly discover it.Change the slide
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Permanent – long-lasting or non-fading

IP address – An Internet Protocol address is a 
numerical label assigned to each device (e.g., 
computer, printer) participating in a computer 
network that uses the Internet Protocol for 
communication. An IP address serves two principal 
functions: host or network interface identification 
and location addressing.

Anonymous – of unknown name

Tracing – following the footprints, track, or traces of 
someone’s activity  

IMEI number – The International Mobile Equipment 
Identity is a number, usually unique to identify 
mobile phones, as well as some satellite phones. 

Digital Fingerprint – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about digital fingerprint. Permanent – of long-lasting nature, not erasableAnonymous – of unknown name, one that can’t be revealed, unknownTracing – discovering and following someone’s activity in this case onlineAn IP address serves two principal functions: host or network interface identification and location addressing.IMEI is usually found printed inside the battery compartment of the phone. It can also be displayed on the screen of the phone by entering *#06# into the keypad on most phones.Change the slide
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What should a young girl do if she receives some 
rude or obscene messages from older people? –
Report to adults. 

Is the behavior of the message sender good or 
bad? – Bad of course. 

What can we do? – Talk to children, store the 
archives on the devices to be able to check it

Is it possible to check what they have written to 
prove their guilt? – Yes, we need to check the 
archives of both laptops and if necessary ask the IT 
support of the children’s school for assistance.

Digital Fingerprint – What if… ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants what they think is going on in the pictures. Suggest that maybe the older girls send some rude or obscene messages to the young one. What should the young girl do? (the answer is – report to adults). Is this behavior good or bad? (bad of course). What can we do? ( Talk to children, store the archives on the devices to be able to check it) Is it possible to check what they have written to prove their guilt? (Yes, we need to check the archives of both laptops and if necessary – as the IT support of the children’s school for assistance).Change the slide
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Liars, people who like to spread gossip and say bad things about others.

Thieves and other people breaking the law.

People giving out too many personal details

Digital Fingerprint – Who can regret leaving a 
digital fingerprint?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liars, people who like to spread gossip and say bad things about others, thieves, other people breaking the law, people giving out too many personal details, people who made fools of themselves by putting their own intimidating pictures or bragging about situations they are now ashamed of…… and many others who happened to do something they would never like to repeat and would even prefer to erase from their past.Ask the participants if they have ever done things they regretted after. How did they solve the situation? They would probably say they apologized to people involved or they destroyed the evidence (e.g. pictures). Remind the participants that in the online environment it’s slightly different as many more people access it at the same time so it’s like a huge gathering of people having different backgrounds, different aims in life, different reasons to access the Internet. As a result of that it’s much harder to predict who and how will use our information. Even if we erase it later there is a good chance someone has already copied it elsewhere too.Change the slide
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People who made fools of themselves by putting their own intimidating pictures 

or bragging about situations they are now ashamed of.

Many others who happened to do something they would never like to repeat and 

would even prefer to erase from their past.

Digital Fingerprint – Who can regret leaving a 
digital fingerprint?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liars, people who like to spread gossip and say bad things about others, thieves, other people breaking the law, people giving out too many personal details, people who made fools of themselves by putting their own intimidating pictures or bragging about situations they are now ashamed of…… and many others who happened to do something they would never like to repeat and would even prefer to erase from their past.Ask the participants if they have ever done things they regretted after. How did they solve the situation? They would probably say they apologized to people involved or they destroyed the evidence (e.g. pictures). Remind the participants that in the online environment it’s slightly different as many more people access it at the same time so it’s like a huge gathering of people having different backgrounds, different aims in life, different reasons to access the Internet. As a result of that it’s much harder to predict who and how will use our information. Even if we erase it later there is a good chance someone has already copied it elsewhere too.Change the slide
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PERSONAL DETAILS:

Some habits

Phone number

Salary or contract details

Passport or ID number

Bank account details

Pictures

Age

PIN

Address

Passwords

Exact location

Secrets

Fears

Information about family 
members

Digital Fingerprint – What information we 
should be careful with?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What kind of information can we consider personal details? Any that might be later used to destroy our privacy and hurt us. Some of the examples given above are obvious but for example “Some habits” need explanation. Habits like “walking every Sunday in a red hat along a specific street” can help a potential offender to find us and therefore are not safe to be published. Secrets like “I keep my money in the garden under the pink bush” are also not the best information to be shared online. Fears can help for example potential bullies. “I am afraid of spiders and wouldn’t like to find one in my backpack” sounds a bit like an invitation for a bully.There are a lot more issues to be considered as well but the range of terms and information we can call personal details is very wide and we all have to decide for ourselves and our children.
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RIGHT WRONG

ACTIONS ON 
THE DEVICE(S)

Protect the device(s) against external 
threats through installing up software 
(antivirus) and more specialized actions like 
setting up, parental controls and  adjusting 
firewall.

Wear gloves – a metaphor of changing 
names or pretending to be someone else 
or trying to mislead others. Can be tried 
but chances are it wont work.

ACTIONS AT 
HOME

Develop a habit of discussing issues 
together as a family. Just talk to your child 
and ask him/her what is going on.

Turn the discussion into a small 
investigation by asking tricky and 
unnecessary tensed questions

Digital Fingerprint – How to protect children?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the slide with participants. Wearing gloves is a metaphor for changing names or pretending to be someone else or trying to mislead others in similar ways making it harder to be recognized. As we said earlier – we can try but chances are that it won’t work. On the other hand we have protection of the device against external threats. We can do it through software (i.e. antivirus), privacy settings, parental controls and more specialized actions like adjusting firewalls. Some of the things we can do at home and this is usually enough to protect our family members from external threats. Another important thing is to communicate. We have to develop a habit of discussing issues together as a family. This way we will be able to know what other members of the family think, what they do and how we can possibly help them to stay safe. As adults we will often be tempted to turn the discussion into a small investigation when we feel something dangerous is happening to our children. Of course we have to stay alerted but sometimes it is worth resisting the temptation to become a detective. Just talk to your child and without tricks or unnecessary tension ask him/her what is going on. Explain your doubts and why you are worried. Do not push him/her to talk. If you were lucky enough to already have built trust amongst family members – your children will tell you. If not – be patient. Also be observant because if your child doesn’t want to tell you the problem probably, it is bothering him/her. But stay calm and don’t overwhelm your child with your fears.Another good thing to do is to get involved in your child’s online activities. Usually this is a logical outcome of talking and discussing together – it leads to tightening family bonds and involving in more and more activities together. But it doesn’t happen automatically. We as adults have to take care of it. We have to find time to browse the internet together with our children. It doesn’t mean that each time our child wants to go online we have to drop everything and sit in front of the PC but the more often we find time to join our child the more we know about what he/she is doing online, what are his/her interests and how much time he/she spends online. 
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Digital Fingerprint – How to protect children?

RIGHT WRONG

ACTIONS AT 
HOME (cont.)

If not – be patient, stay calm and also be 
observant to solve your child’s issue(s).

If not – overwhelm your child with your 
fears.

Get involved in your child’s online activities 
to know what he/she is doing online, what 
are his/her interests and how much time 
he/she spends online.

Getting involved in your child’s online 
activities without any motives of tightening 
family bonds.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the slide with participants. Wearing gloves is a metaphor for changing names or pretending to be someone else or trying to mislead others in similar ways making it harder to be recognized. As we said earlier – we can try but chances are that it won’t work. On the other hand we have protection of the device against external threats. We can do it through software (i.e. antivirus), privacy settings, parental controls and more specialized actions like adjusting firewalls. Some of the things we can do at home and this is usually enough to protect our family members from external threats. Another important thing is to communicate. We have to develop a habit of discussing issues together as a family. This way we will be able to know what other members of the family think, what they do and how we can possibly help them to stay safe. As adults we will often be tempted to turn the discussion into a small investigation when we feel something dangerous is happening to our children. Of course we have to stay alerted but sometimes it is worth resisting the temptation to become a detective. Just talk to your child and without tricks or unnecessary tension ask him/her what is going on. Explain your doubts and why you are worried. Do not push him/her to talk. If you were lucky enough to already have built trust amongst family members – your children will tell you. If not – be patient. Also be observant because if your child doesn’t want to tell you the problem probably, it is bothering him/her. But stay calm and don’t overwhelm your child with your fears.Another good thing to do is to get involved in your child’s online activities. Usually this is a logical outcome of talking and discussing together – it leads to tightening family bonds and involving in more and more activities together. But it doesn’t happen automatically. We as adults have to take care of it. We have to find time to browse the internet together with our children. It doesn’t mean that each time our child wants to go online we have to drop everything and sit in front of the PC but the more often we find time to join our child the more we know about what he/she is doing online, what are his/her interests and how much time he/she spends online. 
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Sometimes friends and colleagues are not necessarily helpful!

Ministry of Transport and Communications and one of it’s departments Q-CERT was established to 

handle different IT problems.

Digital Fingerprint – Who should we ask for 
assistance to remove digital fingerprint?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage discussion. Participants have different experiences and will probably be willing to share them. Some of them will probably mention IT teachers, some will mention school’s IT support people, some will say they have some friends who are experts in IT. All those answers are good. Unless someone mentions it – remember to tell the participants about the Ministry’s role in ICT – that this is the Ministry of Transport and Communications and one of it’s departments – Q-CERT was established to handle different IT problems. Encourage participants to visit the Ministry’s website to get to know more about the different departments. Change the slide
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What is digital fingerprint?

How can we make sure we won’t regret leaving our digital fingerprint in cyber space?

How long does the digital fingerprint stay in cyber space?

Who can help us remove digital fingerprint or minimize it’s accessibility online?

Cyber safety – what have we learned in 
this lecture?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them.Digital fingerprint is the mark you leave each time you go online.We won’t regret leaving a digital fingerprint if we think carefully before putting things online and doing anything online. We have to try and think of the possible consequences and of how other internet users could possibly misinterpret or misuse data we put online.The digital fingerprint stays in the cyber space forever but we can try and do our best to minimize the accessibility of the information we put online to other users.Wanting to remove the digital fingerprint we can ask school IT staff for assistance. We can also find other IT professionals and ask for assistance. If we think the case is serious and we need more support we can also contact Ministry of Transport and Communications Q-CERT department devoted to handling different problems connected to IT use.
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


